Multiple signaling conduits regulate global differentiation-specific gene expression in PC12 cells.
PC12 cells serve as a model for exploring nerve growth factor (NGF)-stimulated signal pathways that mediate neural differentiation. We previously demonstrated that neurofilament light chain (NFLC) gene induction by NGF requires collaborative extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) signaling. Herein, we investigate the broader requirement for integrated ERK and JNK signaling in NGF-stimulated gene expression. NGF stimulates differentiation as well as maintenance of cell viability while insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) stimulates only trophic actions in PC12 cells. Affymetrix Genechips were used to identify genes whose expression specifically increased in response to NGF, but not IGF-1. From the set of NGF-specific genes, the induction by NGF of ten genes with diverse predicted cellular functions was tested for ERK and JNK pathway requirements using the protein kinase inhibitors, PD98059 and SP600125, respectively. Like NFLC, induction of urokinase plasminogen activator (uPAR), transin/matrix metalloproteinase 3 (MMP3), Fra-1 and transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGF beta 1) required collaborative ERK and JNK signaling while the increased expression of cortexin, rat collapsin response mediator protein 4 (rCRMP4), rat growth and transformation-dependent protein (RGT), and synapsin II required neither mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway. NGF-induction of the bradykinin B2 receptor and c-Ret mRNAs was partially inhibited by SP600125, but not PD98059. Reporter constructs containing the promoters for ERK/JNK-dependent genes (NFLC, transin, uPAR) as well as an ERK/JNK-independent gene (synapsin II) revealed that both sets of genes required functional Ras signaling for activation by NGF. Integrated signaling through the ERK and JNK MAPKs, therefore, represents a general conduit for NGF-dependent gene expression, but additional Ras-dependent signaling pathways distinct from the ERKs and JNKs must contribute as well. Thus, multiple signaling conduits control global differentiation-specific gene expression in PC12 cells.